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Alexandre Lunsqui: Materiali
The layering of pulses and velocities in Materiali is generated from the 
exploration of materials such as clay, wood, metal, plastic, water, and 
air. Each material provides a particular trajectory through a journey of 
sounds within sounds. My gratitude goes to Jeremy Muller, to whom 
the piece is dedicated.

Alexandre Lunsqui’s music incorporates influences ranging from the 
spectralist practices to jazz and Brazilian music. He studied at the 
University of Campinas, University of Iowa, Columbia University, and 
IRCAM. His main teachers were Fred Lerdahl, Tristan Murail and 
Augusto Mannis. His music has been performed widely by ensembles 
such as the New York New Music Ensemble, Ensemble Cairn, New York 
Philharmonic, Nieuw Ensemble Amsterdam, Arditti Quartet, Argento, 
Ensemble l’Arsenale, Camerata Aberta, and Loadbang, among many 
others.

Lunsqui has received awards from the Guggenheim Foundation, 
American Academy of Arts and Letters, Koussevitzky Foundation, 
Harvard Fromm Music Foundation, Ministry of Culture of France, 
National Foundation of Arts in Brazil, Composers Conference, among 
others. He has been composer-in-residence for the Chelsea Music 
Festival, Nief-Norf Music Festival, and a Civitella Ranieri Fellow (Italy). 
Currently, Lunsqui is a Professor in Composition and Theory at the Sao 
Paulo State University.

Javier Alvarez: Temazcal

Many years have passed since the composition of Temazcal, so 
memories have started to blur and mix with events present. However 
I can readily say that, at the time, electroacoustic music in England 
was full of expectations: In my perception, 1984 was a sort of a “hinge” 
year in terms of the aesthetic concerns of many composers working 
with electroacoustics, changes which, I assume, resulted in part from 
the appearance of the first affordable music-dedicated computers 
and DSP units on the scene (Fairlights, Synclaviers and DDL’s). In 
fact, several university-based studios had already migrated to these 
digital technologies, whilst smaller studios such as West Square EMS 
or the Royal College of Music were still anchored on the analogue 
tools belonging to an immediate past. (Revoxes, VCS3, DbX units, 
Teac 4 track machines and the like). In many respects, this was a time 
of technical hybrids and moving aesthetic thresholds, all of which 
afforded an interesting and more than fertile ground for a budding 
composer such as myself.

My experiments at the RCM studio took nearly two months before I 
could come up with a way to lead organically into the harp tune. Barry 
Pheloung, the Australian composer, a propos one of his soundtracks 
for an Inspector Morse episode, had once mentioned to me, over a 
couple of pints, that one way to go about it would be to employ the 
same material, under different guises, before it making it appear 



unhindered. This provided me with an insight as to how I could 
integrate the folk tune texturally before unveiling it straight at the 
end of the piece. John Lambert, my composition tutor, suggested I 
should create other contrasting materials to assemble the rhythmic 
spine of the piece. I generated these source materials through hours 
of improvisation with Luis Julio, and eventually selected, edited, 
transformed, and integrated them into the electroacoustic component. 
Lawrence Casserley, in charge of the RCM studio, also gave me many 
useful technical hints and encouraged me to pursue the idea regardless 
of my technical shortcomings. Finally, the piece was first performed  
in January 1985, with Luis Julio Toro on maracas and myself at the 
mixing desk.
 
Thirty-five years have gone by since then and, to my great fortune, 
Temazcal is still alive and kicking. It has become part of the solo 
percussion repertoire and is taught and performed in universities and 
conservatoires around the world. It has been widely performed and 
recorded by percussionists of all musical walks.

How do I feel about it now? I am grateful to have lived through such an 
incredible period and to have been able to come up with a piece that 
is still meaningful to others. Above all, it has brought me many friends 
and, through the years, fueled my desire to continue creating music.

Cristyn Magnus: Pitch vs. Computer

The vs computer series of pieces is a series of percussion pieces that 
treat video games as scores. The idea behind this is to write in the 
computer’s idiom. When you think about what computers have brought 
to us, most of it is stuff people can do, only better. Computers do math, 
only better, faster, more. Computers help us make documents, only 
with better editing, spell check, and so on. The thing computers do that 
is truly unique is video games.

Video game as score replaces n score with videlectronic part with 
sonification of the game itself. We map musical qualities onto game 
controls: the performer makes sounds that the computer interprets 
as controller moves. For instance, slow rhythms might move to the 
left, fast rhythms might move to the right, and all other rhythms 
go straight. We can do this with any musical dimension: noisiness, 
tessitura, loudness, etc. We can add additional constraints, such as 
algorithmically generated musical options. The performer might 
be given a proportionally notated phrase that provide additional 
constraints. For example, a rhythm that includes both slow and fast 
notes. They’ll have to play it extremely slowly, so that the shortest space 
between notes “counts” as slow. Or they’ll have to play it extremely 
quickly, so that the longest space between notes “counts” as fast. We 
can create the same kinds of challenges along any musical dimension. 



The computer’s sound can react to score, objects in the game, where 
things are on the screen, how long the level has been going on, and so 
on. This creates a musical form of its own that changes based on the 
state of the game.

We can create more complex musical arcs by stringing together 
multiple game levels, which is what Jeremy Muller and I decided to do 
when we collaborated on Pitch vs. Computer. We have four levels that 
combine to create a larger musical form. 

The piece starts with a level that involves guessing a code. The code 
must be entered by pushing buttons at different parts of the room. So 
the player must move in two directions and push buttons. Sonification 
reflects where the player is, the state of the buttons, and how much 
of the code has been accurately entered. The second level involves 
navigating a maze containing fields that change the sound. The third 
level is an aliens-style game with robots that march back and forth 
shooting at the player, who must move back and forth and shoot back. 
The fourth movement is a boss level that incorporates mechanics and 
sounds from all earlier levels. 

Cristyn Magnus is a musician and sound artist. Her recent work 
focuses on video scores, generative music, augmented reality through 
deep listening, and video games as scores.

Herbert Brün: Stalks and Trees and Drops and Clouds

Stalks and Trees and Drops and Clouds, 1967, along with its companion 
pieces Plot and Touch and Go, are some of the earliest of Herbert 
Brün’s—indeed, anyone’s—computer work, and are also preceded by 
only a very few other pieces conceived for a solo percussionist. 
As musical scores these pieces are not quite so readily assessed as a 
product of the times: that era of the sixties when there were so many 
often quite beautiful and imaginative ‘graphic’ scores. They were not 
just new notations to aid in describing or eliciting new sounds and 
techniques. Rather, they are an invitation to the world of composition, 
the world of co-conspiracy, and the world of exploring what it is 
that “Music” and your own instruments and your own technique 
actually mean to you. Herbert was asking the first and all subsequent 
players: What do your instruments tell you? What do your sticks tell 
you? What does your body tell you when it meets any one of these 
surfaces, and when you move from one instrument in your collection 
to another? What if those instruments are very different, or only 
most subtly so? How might you organize different categories of your 
own instrumentarium, and how would you move between them? 
How to integrate what you have collected? …in SATADAC, those that 
resonate (drops, clouds) versus those that don’t (stalks, trees), and 
singular iterations of any chosen sound in either of those categories 
(stalks, drops), as opposed to having them organized into gestural 



groups (trees, clouds). What are you learning about yourself and your 
instruments as you move through all of this? And, what if this were 
thought to be Music?

The questions are refined, recombined, and asked over and over. As 
the possible answers from each interpreter accumulate, the structure 
which Herbert and the computer arrived at helps organize all this 
into larger gestures and phrases and time cycles, coming to that final 
question: if this were thought to be music, do you like yourself in its 
presence? What is fun and funny and challenging and rewarding can 
come only by nesting these freely chosen percussion instruments 
(different for every performer) in some compositional context which 
will elicit from its player some of those reasons why he or she was 
drawn to this field in the first place. Here are scores—pictures of 
compositional systems—often beautiful to look at, always resistant, 
sometimes even forbidding to facile understanding or interpretation, 
providing contexts in which co-conspirators could explore their own 
questions on the very nature of those things which they may have 
thought they knew and loved best in their own field.

With these early computer-generated scores Brün is offering the 
opportunity of knowing that we will be met and supported by them 
when we begin to ask and even answer what it is that percussion—
indeed, Music—tells each of us who chooses this as a life’s devotion. 
—Notes by Allen Otte, Professor Emeritus, University of Cincinnati

Figure 1: stalks and clouds
Copyright Smith Publications, Sharon, 

Vermont. Used by permission.

Figure 2: trees and drops
Copyright Smith Publications, Sharon, 

Vermont. Used by permission.

Allen Otte

Allen Otte, professor emeritus, came to the University of Cincinnati  
in 1977 with the historic Blackearth Percussion Group which he  
co-founded in 1972. In 1979, he founded Percussion Group Cincinnati 
whose three members have been faculty and ensemble-residence  
with an international touring schedule for more than 40 years. They 
were inducted into the International Percussion Arts Society Hall  
of Fame 2017.



Matthew Burtner: Glisten of Places
Glisten of Places (2014) is a composition and a collection method 
for living in the world through sound. The piece celebrates the 
extraordinary sounds of unique places and encodes their location 
in a secret musical code. In this way the piece confronts the precise 
forensic tendencies of data-driven human knowledge, replacing the 
latitude and longitude coordinates with rhythmic sonifications that 
encourage a listener to meditate fully on sound and being. “Where” 
becomes an interstitial space between the place and the imagination 
of the listener, an unknowable but perceivable “glisten” of the place. 
The score provides a book of 24 movements, each an encoding of 
a unique sounding place, and it offers detailed instructions for a 
musician to make their own movements by geo-tagging soundscapes 
and translating that into percussion music to play in counterpoint with 
a field recording. In this way Glisten of Places can be personalized 
by each performer or presenter. Some of the stunning soundscapes 
include underwater sounds recorded on a coral reef, inside the ice of a 
glacier crevasse, morning birds in a boreal forest, molten lava flowing 
from an erupting volcano, sea lions and sea birds on a rocky island, 
gaseous bubbles from a natural asphalt lake, inside a singing sand 
dune, inside a fire ant hill, a waterfall in a cave, underwater sounds 
of orcas and humpback whales, two sides of a bridge over a river in a 
mine, glacial melting and calving, mountain wind, and more. The work 
was commissioned by and is dedicated to Jeremy Muller.

Matthew Burtner (www.matthewburtner.com) is an Alaskan-born 
composer, eco-acoustician and sound artist whose work explores 
embodiment, ecology, polytemporality and noise. His music has been 
featured in broad contexts including by NASA, PBS NewsHour, Time 
Lapse Dance, the Humanities Center at the University of Michigan, 
Eighth Blackbird, the BBC, the American Geophysical Union (AGU), 
Other Minds, the Ringling Museum, the U.S. State Department under 
President Obama, and National Geographic. He created three evening-
length intermedia climate change works including the IDEA Award-
winning opera, Auksalaq. Burtner’s music’s has received honors and 
awards from the Television Academy Emmy Awards (USA), and from 
the Bourges (France), Gaudeamus (Netherlands), Darmstadt (Germany), 
and The Russolo (Italy) international competitions. Burtner is Eleanor 
Shea Professor of Music at the University of Virginia (www.virginia.
edu) where he Co-Directs the Coastal Future Conservatory (http://www.
coastalconservatory.org). He also directs the environmental music  
non-profit organization EcoSono (www.ecosono.org).



The Performer
The innovative Jeremy Muller is active as a percussionist, composer, 
and multimedia artist. He has performed as a featured soloist at 
many venues throughout the United States, Canada, and Australia 
including Transplanted Roots (Australia), International Computer 
Music Conference, The Banff Centre for the Arts (Canada), MoxSonic, 
ZeroSpace (University of Virginia), Northern Illinois University, 
Balance-Unbalance International Conference, the MIM, and PASIC. 
He has given world premieres of works by many composers including 
Matthew Burtner, Alexandre Lunsqui, and an evening-length tour de 
force solo work by Stuart Saunders Smith. As a composer, his music 
has been performed by Projeto Arcomusical, Arizona Contemporary 
Music Ensemble, Sam Houston State University, UNC Pembroke, GCC 
Percussion Ensemble, and many other universities across the U.S. 
Some of his research and publications can be found through Bachovich 
Music Publications & Percussive Notes. 

For more information visit https://jeremymuller.com
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Within the Within, Jeremy Muller, percussion	
	

	 	 Alexandre Lunsqui
	 1	 Materiali: Dentro do dentro	 [7:53]
	 	 Jeremy	Muller,	percussion

	  Javier Alvarez
	 2	 Temazcal	 [8:05]
	 	 Jeremy	Muller,	maracas	&	electroacoustic	sounds

	 	 Cristyn Magnus
	 3	 Pitch vs. Computer	 [10:56]
	 	 Jeremy	Muller,	vibraphone	&	interactive	electronics

  Herbert Brün
	 4	 Stalks and Trees and Drops and Clouds	 [14:33]
	 	 Jeremy	Muller,	percussion	(7	reverberating	&	6		 	
	 	 non-reverberating	instruments)

	  

  Matthew Burtner
	  Glisten of Places
	 5	 	1,	2,	3	 [3:57]
	 6	 4,	25,	5,	6,	26	 [5:07]
	 7	 7,	9,	10,	11	 [4:01]
	 8	 27,	13,	14,	16,	17	 [4:48]
	 9	 18,	20	24,	28	 [5:44]
	 	 Jeremy	Muller,	percussion	&	geotagged	
	 	 soundscape	recordings

	 	 Total	Time	=	65:10
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